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MVH-S420BT

Smartphone connectivity and Bluetooth, in a short chassis
design!

This 1-DIN Bluetooth receiver sets new standards in terms of audio

performance and connectivity. Nevertheless, it’s very easy to use and control

thanks to its useful display and large Rotary Commander.

 

Bluetooth connectivity allows for safe and convenient hands-free calling, as well

as wireless music streaming from your smartphone. Thanks to Pioneer’s unique

Advanced Sound Retriever technology, the sound quality will be as close to the

original recording as possible. You can even connect two Bluetooth phones

simultaneously.

 

For smartphone users, simply connect your iPhone or Android smartphone

wirelessly (via Bluetooth) and safely enjoy Spotify (both for Free and Premium

Spotify users) or the Pioneer Smart Sync app, which will take your smartphone

to a whole new level.

1-DIN receiver with Bluetooth, Red illumination, USB, Spotify, Pioneer Smart
Sync App and compatible with Apple and Android devices.

What Pioneer products fit my car?
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Make no mistake, the MVH-S420BT is a true high-end car audio system. It reads

FLAC files, is equipped with a 13-band Graphic EQ, 2 RCA pre-outs, an on-board

MOSFET 50 W x 4 amplifier, making the MVH-S420BT the perfect partner on any

journey.

Specifications

Bluetooth
Obey local driving laws with built-in Bluetooth (HFP). Wide Band Speech hands-
free calling, wireless audio streaming (A2DP) with artist, album, and song
search, simple pairing, and control audio (AVRCP), Bluetooth® wireless
technology has made life in the vehicle safer and more convenient.

®

Pioneer Smart Sync App
Pioneer Smart Sync app helps you to utilise your smartphone’s functions. It
connects your smartphone to Pioneer’s compatible car stereos.

Spotify
With Spotify, just connect your smartphone to comfortably browse your
favourite playlists, albums, tracks and artists using your headunit controls.

Made for iPhone
With iPhone Direct Control, you can manage your i-device directly from your
car dashboard and enjoy superior sound.

Compatible with Android
Connect and listen to music stored on your device without the need for an app

USB Input
Connect any device with an USB interface cable to charge your device or listen
to clean, clear sound.

13-band Graphical EQ
Adjust your audio output in detail for a music experience tailored to your
preferences.

FLAC
Enjoy FLAC lossless digital audio files in your vehicle with playback output at CD
quality, without the need to convert.
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Mechafree
This product is designed for modern digital music formats.

Short Chassis
The shallow depth of this product provides easy and flexible installation.

Anti theft detachable panel
Protect yourself against theft
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